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Relationships that Heal
While we as the Desert Stream staff prayed for our upcoming Living Waters European Leaders
gathering in Poland, I received these words: ‘relationships that heal.’ They do indeed.
For over 30 years, blessed Europe has been the site where deep bonds have been forged. And
fractured. The pain of the latter can tend to overshadow my Euro-friendships that endure. Could my
‘bent’ perspective be a part of the problem? Perhaps splinters from broken relationships still sting
and obscure my vision.
Isn’t this true for most of us? When we get hurt, affliction infects our eyes and we see others (and
the persons they represent) as symbols of conflict that we want to avoid. God was kindly
challenging my vision. ‘Open your eyes to the love that is there for you…’
Maybe it’s because our wounds are deep, so much so that we fall into them like ruts in a highway.
Our ‘wounders’ loom large and appear bigger than the healers whose unfailing love helped bind
up our wounds. God wants us to look up and out to the persons who know us honestly and who still
love us. He wants our healers to inhabit our hearts more than our perpetrators.
During our days together in Warsaw, I marveled at several fellow healers with whom I have walked
for years in Europe. But none captured my gaze more than Werner and Charlotte Loerschter who
as directors of Torrents-de-Vie (Living Waters) in France have been a source of healing for me
unlike any others. I recalled our 23 years of digging wells of healing throughout Europe: we wearied
ourselves in exhilarating service, in working out conflict, and in binding up each other’s wounds.
Through it all, we have come to know each other deeply and at times painfully. Love pervaded all. I
know they love me authentically because they know how hard it is to love me. And they have
succeeded brilliantly. Whatever wholeness I possess I attribute in part to their love.
I looked upon these friends with gratitude during our gathering. I drank in love. Love is stronger
than the death of failed relationships; healing is more defining than hurt. We must allow it to be. I
encourage you to look upon the ones who have loved you well. Live in their light, a glorious
reflection of His own.
Join us for the ‘Becoming Good News for the Gender Challenged’ fast from Oct. 11th-Nov. 19th.
Download the Prayer Guide:
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